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ABSTRACT

The control and trcamumt of highway pavement storm water at the edge of the highway shoulder pose

unique challenges due to the unsteady nature of processes including rainfall runoff, mobiiiTAtion and partitio_in_ of

heavy metals, variations in storm water chemistry, residence time on the pavement and delivery of particulate mass.

This study presents heavy metal partitioning results as influenced by pavement runoffohemistry end hydrologic

parameters i_om a series of eight rainfall runoff events over a two-year period. Water quality charactefi_'cs such as

low alkalinity, low hardness and short pavement residence times results in a majority of the heavy metal mass

f.-.. remaining in solutionat the edge ofthepavement with partitioning coefficients only approaching equilibriem

conditionstowardstheendoftheeventasheavymetaLspartitiontoentrainedsolids.

There are two pr;m.ry imp]icatiuns when considering the application of typical bestmanagementpractices

(BMPs) for highway runoff within the fight-of-way. The first implication is to utilize a BMP such as a detention

basin or roadside swaleto detainrunoff end produce sufficient residencetime sothat partitioning to the entrained

solids occurs. The second implication is to utilize a BMP such as an engineered infiltration trench to provide

surface complexation for dissolved metals end filtration mechanisms for the particulate bound metals. While no

simple solutions exist for the removal of a heavy metal or particle once relea_d in the highway environment,

knowledge of the dynamic processes in highway runoffcan provide insights for the proper selection of BMPs

depending on the conditions at the highway site. A design should be based on the concept that BMPs, to be

effective, are essentially garbage cans for heavy metals and solids and as such must be emptied and maintained,

Keywords: heavy metals, partitioning, highway storm water, alkalinity, in-situ trea1_nent
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INTRODUCTION

Storm water runoff, impacted by both urban u-ansportationactivities and associatedurban_-ansportation

infrWauoture,transportssignificant loads of dissolved, colloidal and suspendedsolids in a complex heterogeneous

mixturethat includes heavy metals, inorganic and organic compounds. Comparedto dr/nk;ng wateranddomestic

wastewater,stormwaWr_rea_nentcontinuesto pose uniquelydifficult challenges due to the tmsteadyand stochastic

naua-eof processes includingtraffic, rainfall-runoff;heavy metalpmlitioning andU-ansportof entrainedsolids.

Heavy metals from these sources are not degraded in the environmentand censtitute animportantclass of acute and

chroniccontaminants. Highway storm water levels ofZn, Cu, Cd, Pb, Crand Hi can be above ambiant background

levels, and forheavily traveledhighways often exceed surface waterdischargecriteriaon an event basis for both

dissolved andpart/culate-boundfractions. Storm water transportsa wide gradationofpar_culate matterranging in

size fromsmallerthan l-)an to greaterthan 10,000-)_m. From a Ireaunentperspective, eniralned solids or

angineeredmedia having reactive sites and large surface-to-volumerati_ mediatepartitioningand transportof

heavy metals while servingas reservoirsfor reactive constituents.

Since passage of the 1972 Clean Water Act, storm waternon-pointpollution has advanced frombeing a problem

that was understoodonly well enough to realize the difficulties associated with application of conventional _remmom

process design, to now becoming our most recent watertreatmentchallenge. Since the National Pollution Discharge i

W

EliminationSystem (NPDES) Storm WaterPhase I permittingregulations in the 1980s, there has been a

proLiferationof suggested in-site stormwater"best managementpractices", BMPs. However, experience over the

last decade has demonstratedthatthere continuesto be a significantgap in knowledge between conventional in-situ

BMP design/analysisanddesign based on the actual physical and chemical chm'acteristicsof stormwater loadings.

Suchan understandingof these physical and chemical characteri_'esof stormwater Ioadingsat the point of

treawnent,such as the edge of the highway shoulder, is critical to the success of a new generationof stormwater

U_.atmentsystems that will develop in response to the new February2000 Phase II Storm WaterFinalRule. This

knowledge will requirean understandingof temporalstorm water chemistry,temporalheavy metal partitioning

between solid and solution phases, physico-chemical characteristicsof _msported particulatematter,andhighway

hydrologyas influenced by traffic andpavement conditions.

L''L...
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STUDY OBJECTIVES
Therewere three ob#_'tivcs of this study. These objc_.'tiveswere oarriedout a_an _ ¢xlmim_tal site

on in_ sta_ 75 in urbanCincinnati foreight fully analyzed rainfall nmoffevents overtwo years. Thegoal of the

paperis to demonstratethat an understandingof heavy metal partitioning andpavement hydrologyat the edge of the

pavement shoulder is a criticalprerequisite for in-situ BMP design focused on heavy metal capture. As a result,

there are three objectives of this paper. The first is to demonstratethat despite relatively low a|kalln_ty and

essentially neutralpHvalues, heavymetal mass can be predominatelydissolved atthe edge of the highway shoulder.

The second objective is to demonstratetherole of residence time andhydrology on deliveryof heavy metalsatthe

edge of the highway shoulder. The finalobjective is to examine the trends in non-equilibriumheavy metal

partitioningin termsof temporalheavy metal partitioningcoefficients and delivered suspendedsolids at theedge of

thehighway shoulder. Finally,thepaper will discuss implications of these findings for the selection, designand

efficacy ofin-situ BMPs loadedby highway pavement sheet flow.

PREVIOUS WORK

Storm waterrunoff fromroadwaysWansportssignificantevent and annualloads of heavy metals and a wide

gradationofparticulatemattertoreceivingwaters(I).Inurbanenvironments,heavymetalsaregeneratedprimarily

from the abrasionof metal-containingvehicularparts, including the abrasive interactionof tires againstpavement,

leaching ofmetal elements from in--e, and oil and grease leakage (2-5). Stormwaterfrom urbanand

transportationland uses is a c_xplex physico.cbemical heterogeneous mixture of heavy metals, particulatematter,

inorganic and organic compounds withvariations in flow, concenlrations andmass loadings thatsometimes vary by

ordersof magnitudeduringa singlehydrologicevent. This complexity has made stormwatervery difficultto treat.

For example, two yearsof researchresults fromdatacollected on an insmnnemed urbanmmsportafionroadwaysite

locatedat the edge of the highway shoulderon interstate 75 in urbanCinclr,c,ati demonstratesthevariationin

magnitudeof eventmean cen_tion (EMC)valuesbetween discretehydrologicevents. For_ Zn, EMCsranged

from15,244to.459-lxg/L,totalCu from325to43-pg/L,totalPbfrom88to33-gg/L,totalCrfrom35to13-gg/L,and

total Cd from 11to 5-gg/L (6).

From urbaninterstatehighway pavementalone, annualheavy metal, total suspendedsolids (TSS), chemical

oxygendemand(COD)loadingsandstormwaterflowshavebeenshowntoequalorexceedannualloadingsand

flows from unlzeated domestic wastewater for a given twban area (7). The urbaninterstate and major arterial
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pavementareatypically constitutes less th_n a factorof l0 of the total pavementareafor an urbanareawhile
\generatinga disproportionatepOllutantload especially withrespect to heavy metals. In fact, it was been reported in

the literatureas early as 1974 that storm waterrunoff from urbanpavementrepresenteda greater pollutant loading to

receiving waterthanpoint source wastewaterdischarges from thatsame urbanarea (8).

BACKGROUND

Heavy metalpartitioningbetween the dissolved andparticulate-boundfractions in stormwater is a dynamic

process. Thispartitioning,which varies significantly between hydrologicevents and trafficpatterns, is a function of

pH, alkalimty,residence time, mixing and solids charactczi_es (6). As a resultof very low rainfallalkalinity,low

rainfallpH (4 to 5.5) endlow pavementresidencetime, urbanroadwayrunoffcan be of moderateto low =]k=ti,lty(< 50

mg/L asCaCO3)withslightlyacidic to neutralnmoffpH. Thisresultsin dissolutionof finely abradedmetallicparticles

generatedfromtrat_ activities,anddm_fore metalmassparfitiunspredominatelyto the dimolved fractionfor short

residencetimes. Undemandingthe kinetics of thisnon.equilibriumpartitioningis criticalforpropermonitu,_,

conceptualdesignandviabiht"y of unit op_=t_ons endprocesses thatmay be appliedas in-situ orsource mntml

treatment.

Forsamplingandmonitoring,previous results indicate for such pH and alkalinity conditions that theorigimlly

dissolved Cu mass partitionsto the particulate.bound fractionwithin 6 hours of transportfrom the pavement.

Additionally,in the presence of suspended or entrained solids, a resultingchange in thepartitioning coef_cient, Kd

as a function of time for Pb, Cu, Cd and Zn duringthe passage oftbe rainfall runoff event, can ooc_. Knowledge of

the partitioningkinetics andthe relative fractions of dissolved (fd)andparticulate-bound(fp)mass delivered for

treatmentareof fundamentalimportance for in-situ treatments whereresidence times on the urbansurfac_ or in the

urbandrainagesystemin the presence of entrainedparticulatematterare less thanseveral hours.

With respect to partitioning,the edge of the highway shoulder receives a mixtureof aqueous heavy metals and

enmLinedparticulatematter. Therefore, there will be a competitiveprocess of partitioning. Even for the

complexities of the highway environment, trendspredicted by theorycan be used to explain actualcompetitive

partitioningresults.

Underconditions wherea numberof heavy metals arepresentin solution, the competitive orderof partitioning

(sorption)can be comparedto bonding preferences as predicted usingcovalent theory, electrostaticsor the tendency

of a metal elemont to undergohydrolysis followed by sorption. Electronegativity is an importantfactorin

determiningwhich heavy metal will complex toa hydratedinorganicsurface,such as an ironoxide surface,with the
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:# '
highestpreference. The moreele_aegativc heavy metals formthe st_'oogestcovalentbonds with the oxygen

atomsof thesurfacehydroxylgroups. Accordingto covalent theoryfor divalent metal ions, the predictedorderof

bondingpreference would be (P):

Cu >Ni > Co > Pb > Cd > Zn > Mg > Sr (I)

However, based on electrostatics,bond_n._preference is forthe metals with thegreatestcharge-to-radiusratio,

producinga differentorder ofprefe_e forthis group of divalent metals (9):

Ni > Mg > Cu > Co > Zn > Cd > Sr >Pb (2)

Elex,-_ostaticswouldalsopredictthat IzivalentmetalionssuchasC_+wouldhaveagreaterbondingprefenmcetoall

divalentmetalions.Finally,basedonthetendencytohydrolyze,thebondingpreferenceofselectedmetalionsto

ironoxideswouldbe(9):

Pb > Cu > Z_ > Co > Ni > _> Mn (3)

METHODOLOGY

Experimental Site

An experimentalfacility, utilized since 1995, was designed to sampleand analyzerepresentativelateral

pavement_hcetflow (ckf)at the edge of the highway shoulder. The focus on qsfis a departurefromworkof other

researcherswho sampled flow as an aggregationof sheet flow, gutterflow andpipe flows (10, ]1). Measurements

ofqa arecritical for design ofin-situ _..aUnentsystems such as BMPs loadedby such flow. A_the site, the

downstrea_ edge of thepavem_t sec_on was saw-cut andremoved to allow the co_on ofa 15-m wide

instrumentedsampling facility. The drainageareato the site was a well defined 15-m wide by 20-m long (acrossthe

super-elevatedfour lanes of pavement)asphaltpavement drainagearea.Details of the samplingandinstrmnentation

configurationare provided elsewhere (6). Figure 1 illustratesthe location of the experimentalfacility with respect to

f--
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the MiUcreekExpresswayportion of interstate 75 approximately3-kinnorth of downtown Cincinnati. Figure 2

\ )
provides detailsof the geome_ of the experimentalfacility and the relative locat/on of experimental appurtenances.

Sampling and Field Data Collection

During 1996 and 1997, eightrainfall runoff events were sampled and analyzedat the experimental site.

Samples were obtained using an automateds_mpler programmedto acquiredis_--etel-liter samples at timed

intervals of between 2 to 10minutes for the durationof the runoff. Hydrologicand waterqualityfield data were

collected duringall sampledevents at the eXl_,iaiental site. Therainevents variedin dmmio_ intensity,inter-arrival

times andgeneratedflows (rangingfromthe low.flow to high-flow capacityof the flame). Sampleswere analyzedfor

tracemetals,solids andwaterqmlity parametemfor all ev¢_. Detailsofhydrology, sampling,the various labomto_

methodologiesandanalysesas well asthe experimentalprotocolsareprovidedelsewhere (6, 7).

Heavy Metal and Water Quality Protocols

Afterthe completion of a runoff event, the samples were immediately tzampoRedto the nearbylaboratory.

Metal partitioningbetween the dissolved and particulate-boundphases is a dymmaicprocees. Therefore, samples

were fractionated between dissolved and particulate-boundheavy metals and acidified within hours of being logged

at the laborau_'y. _

The dissolved l_actionis defined as heavy metals of an unacidified sample thatpass through a 0.45-}xm

membrane filter(]2). Each one-liter sample was mixed on a magnetic stirrer,end a 50-ml sample was passed

througha membranefilter. The 50-ml dissolved fraction was immediately acid/fled with 2.5 mi of trace-metal

HNO3. The particulate-heundheavy metal fraction, retained in themembranefilter, was subsequently digested

using a microwave-assistedprocedurebased on SW-846 Method 3015 (13). Heavy metal analyses conducted on a

Perkin-ElmerOptima 3000 Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectrometerincluded scans for Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn,

Cd, and Pb.

Inadditionto heavy metal analyses, standardwaterquality measurementswere carriedout for thepurposes of

this study. These measurementsincluded pH, redox, alkalinity and various suspendedsolids fractions including

total and volatile suspended,and total and volatile dissolved solids (TSS, VSS, TDS, VDS) for all samples. All

analyses quality assuranceand quality control procedures were employed in the field and laboratory.
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//-" Partitioning and Heavy Metal Mass Indices

Wbether in pavement runoff, urban storm water or any aqueous system, there is a temporal partitioning between

heavy metals in solution and solids whether these solids are in suspension (TSS, VSS) or as settleable solids that

may be part of a fixed or mobile bed load. This partitioning includes specific mass tra_nsfermechanisms of sorption,

ion exchange and surface complexafion with both organic and inorganic sites on the solid matter. These partitioning

reactions are generally non-linearly reversible between the solid-phase end soluble phase concentrations. Total

concentration of a heavy metal is therefore _e sum of the dissolved (cd) and the particulate-bound concentrations

(_) where:

Cr" Cd+ _ (4)

Operationally, the sohble or dissolved fraction is that fraction that passes the 0.45.micrometer membrane filter

and therefore contains both the dissolved and part of the coLloidal-boond heavy metals. The solid phase

concentration, % is defmed as the product of the heavy metal concentration on the solid phase, c, in terms of

mass/mass of solids and the concenlrafion of the adsorbing solid material in the aqueous system, m typically

measured as either TS or TSS in terms of mass/volume of aqueous solution:

cp- (c.)(m) (5)

When the rate of sorption and de-sorption are equal, concentration equilibrium exists between the dissolved and

solid-phase concentrations of a heavy metal. The ratio of these phases is referred to as the partitioning coefficient,

Ke for a particular heavy metal at a particular pH and redox level:

K, - cJcd (6)

Substitutionofequation(5)and(6)intoequation(4)yieldsthedissolvedfraction(fd)andtheparticulate.bound

fraction(fp)isdefinedas:

fe ,=D/(D+P)'=ce/_* ]/[l+Kd(m)] (7)
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fp- P/(D+P) - c_/orffi[(Kd)(m)]/[l+I_m)] (8) _'-- ]

where,D is the dissolved mass of a heavy metal (rag)and P is the particulate-boundmass of a heavy metal (rag).

Forfd> 0.5, the heavy metal mass is mainly in dissolved form. Theproductof (K_)(m) is dimensionless and I_ is

usuallyexpressed as liters per kilogram(L/kg). The largerthe I_ value the greaterthe partitioningof a heavy metal

to the solid phase. Heavy metals in pavement runoff have Ka values thatrange from 10t to 105in rainfallrunoff.

The grea_'rthe dissolved fraction, or the more soluble the heavy metal the lower the Kdvalue. Because of much

longerresidence times in the presence of highway solids, the dissolved fractionsof heavy metals can he verylow

(6). Incomparison, Kevalues for mowmelt are typically in the rangeof I03to 106.

For each discretesample obtained, dissolved andparticulate heavy metal oonc_ations were obtainedafter

samplepreparationand digestion through inductively Coupled Plasma-AtomicEmission Spectrometer(ICP-AES)

analysis. Eachrespective sample concentration(cO (dissolved or particulate)was multipliedby the qarvolume (v_

representativeof the discrete time incrementto d_e heavy metal or solids mass (m0 as shown in equation9.

To evaluate the study objectives, these data (n_) were evaluated for both dissolved fractionand for Kd forZn, Cd,

Cu andPb as a function of time for each event.

RESULTS

Alkalinity and pH

WhilepH is a measured waterqualityparameterthatis rcadi]y measured, understood and documentedby many

researchersexamining highway runoffwith an interestin heavy metals, AlkA11nitycan also he an important

parame_ with respect to partitioning,speciation andtoxicity of heavy metals, albeit a parameterthat is not as easily

measured and less documented thanpH. Higher alkalinities driveheavy metal partitioningtowards the particulate.

boundphase, reduce the ionic concentrationof a heavy metal species and in addition to providing bufferingcapacity

for pHalso provides protection for aquatic species against toxic effects of dissolved heavy metals. Alkalinifies

above 200-mg/L as C,aCO3provide sufficientpmtectiun for most fresh and salt-water fish (14). There are many
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situations where highway right-of-ways are in direct hy&ologie communication with receiving waters, such as along

waterways or for elevated roadway infrastructme over shallow receiving waters such as esumries, bayous, shallow

lakes, reservoirs or source waters for drinking water supply. Figure 3 presents both aikallnity and pH uends for each

rainfall runoff event.

Despite wide variability in event hydrology, pavement sheet flow alkalinity at the edge of the paved shoulder

stabilized at or below 50-maiL relatively rapidly within the initial third of the event runoff duration for most events.

Although pH results were somewhat more variable, pH values stayed within a range of 6.5 to less than 8 for most of

the storm event and were relatively stable during the latter half of each event.

Pavement Hydrographs sad Delivery of Smpeaded Solids

Using the format of Figure 3, the delivery of suspended solids as the ratio of TSS/VSS is plotted in Figure 4

along with the pavement hydrograph, ¢kfas measta.ed at the edge of the paved shoulder. Results clearly indicate that

TSS dominates VSS and in particular this ratio increases as a function of flow indicating the increased mobility of

the dense_ inorganic fraction as a response to increased flow. Results demonstrate that the mass delivery of

suspended material is driven by flow as have been reported elsewhere for this site (7). The entra/nment and delivery

of suspended solids concentration, as well as total mass fractions shown in Table 1, have an impact on heavy metal

partitioning as will be discussed shortly. In addition, pavement hydrographs rapidly respond to variations in rainfall

intensity with little intervening lag time. This can be discerned from the APRT (average pavement residence time).

values for _f tabulated in Table 2 for each event.

Dissolved Mass Fraction ofPb, Cu, Cd and Zn

For each event, the variation in the dissolved mass fraction for Pb, Ca, Cd and Zn are plotted as a function of

elapsed time in Figure 5. These results indicate thai the dissolved mass dominates the particulate-bound mass at the

edge of the highway shoulder even for relatively insoluble heavy metals such as Pb. While the signature of the

hydrograph can be clearly discerned in the dissolved heavy metal mass results, it is somewhat less pronounced than

the delivery signature for the suspended solids. The major peaks oftbe hydrograph generally correspond to

decreases in the dissolved heavy metal mass fraction as a result of partitioning to increased entrained solids

mobilized by the higher flow.

The important point is that the dissolved mass fractions at the edge of the highway shoulder arc typically greater

than 80% for Zn and Cd, approximately 70e for Cu and approximately 60% for Pb. While the incremental values
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show some variability, dissolved fractions remain relatively high throughout each event. These results have _t

important implications for design ofin-situ treaUnent BMPs within the highway right-of-way. _

Generation of Storm Water Hardness

For each event, the variation of hardness is plotted as a function of elapsed time in Figure 6. Hardness is the sum

of the calcium (Ca2*) and magnesium (Mg_) ions. With regard to toxicity, hardness is similar to alkalinity in that

the higher the hardness the lesser the toxicity effect for heavy metals discharged to receiving waters (/5). Since

hardness is measured in terms of a concentration, it rapidly diminishes for all events to approximately 50-mg/L with

the exception of the 7 July 1996 event where hardness is driven by the event hydrology. Many states, such as Ohio

have numerical outside and inside zone mixing criteria for heavy metals, and these criteria are based in part on

hardness. To provide a sense for 50-mg/L as CaCO3 h_dr_ess levels, the Ohio criteria start at a lytinimum ]3ardlless

of 100-mg/L as OtCO3.

Non-Eqeliibrlum Partitioning - Heavy Metal IG Values

Water quality parameters such as alkalinity, pH, suspended solids and hardness play a role in partitioning of

heavy metals in highway storm water. While each of these parameters influences partitioning and Ks values, TSS _t

(as a mass concentration) has a direct influence on heavy metal Kd values. Plots of Ke values for Pb, Cu, Cd and Zn (

as a function of elapsed time are presented in Figure 7. There are a ntm_her of important results portrayed in these

figures. First, KSvalues vary in a discernible U_'nd across several orders of magnitude and sometimes more for

many events. Second, an equilibrium KScondition in the range of 104 to 105 l./kg appears to be approached as

elapsed time increases given that all other conditions, such as TSS and flow remain relatively constant. In fact, KS

values in the range of 104 to 105 lJkg are typical for rivers and large lakes where the residence time is in terms of

days and conditions such as TSS and flow are constant. Finally, the variations in flow and TSS are mirrored shortly

afterwards by resulting changes in KS. This can be clearly discerned for the 18 June 1996 event. Finally, the

variation in the relative magnitude of Ke for Zn, Cd, Cu and Pb tends to follow similar trends tliat can be explained

by covalent bonding theory or tendency of the heavy metal to undergo hydrolysis.

CONCLUSIONS

This study presented heavy metal partitioning results from a series of eight minfaU runoff events over a two-year

period loading a 300-m 2 instrumented asphalt pavement drainage area located on inter state 75 in orban Cincinnati.

This study excluded snowmelt, which is addressed in a separate study. With respect to in-situ treaunent for heavy
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(_'_j metals at or near the edge of the highway pavement, a number of conclusions are important to State DOTs. As aresult ofrecem regulations, State DOTs are increasingly focusing their resources to addressing challenging and

expensive issues of in.situ treatment The goal of this study was to demonstrate that heavy metals in pavement

storm runoffcould be predominately dissolved. Any treaunent or BMP loaded by pavement sheet flow must be

designed to provide the appropriate removal mechanimm_ for dissolved metals. Effective treamaent will require a

mechanism to either sorb heavy metals onto engineered sorptive filter media or onto enWained particulate matter that

can subsequently be removed through llquid/solid separation processes such as filtration or sedimemation.

Water quality charactari_'cs such as ]ow Alkalinity, low hardness and short pavement residence times for heavy

metals entrained with pavement runoffTSS results in a majority of the heavy metal mass remaining in solution at

the edge of the pavement. This high degree of dissolved heavy metal mass occurs despite pH values at the edge of

the shoulder that range from 6.5 to 8. These same water quality issues present toxicity concerns for highway

conditions where there ere direct discharges to receiving waters that also have poor buffering capacity. One

common example is elevated roadway infrastructme over shallow and l/m/ted volmne receiving water that has a

poor buffering capacity. This highway runoffchemistry, results in heavy metal KS values that can vary by several

orders of magnitude or more across a storm event. These Ks, for all heavy metals, only approach equilibrium
f--

partitioningconditions towards the end of each event. This can be seen for relatively lengthy 17 October 1996 event

(Figure 7).

IMPLICATIONS FOR BMP DESIGN

The conclusions identify important water quality and hydrologic highway runoffparameters that have significant

implications for non-equilibrium heavy metal partitioning and also toxicity. These parametm's have a direct

influence on the treatment selection ofin-situ treatment design for BMPs. Each of the results reported have an

important effect on initial selection and then on the details of treatment design for the selected in.situ BMPs.

Unlike the treaunent of wastewater or source water for drinking water, storm water runoff at the edge oftbe

pavement has not reached equilibrium conditions. A pavement storm water residence time of 15 minutes or less

provides an indication of this when compared to a wastewater delivery residence time in term of hours to days and

source waters with significantly longer residence times. As shown in Figure 7, as a result of low residence times

and dynamic water chemistry, parameters such as I_ can vary by orders of magnitude in less than an hour. High

intensity runoff events such as 18 Jane 1996 and 7 July 1996 provide a clear indication of this. For these events,

partitioning rate coefficients are large for all heavy metals.
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There are two primary implications when considering the application of typical BIVlPs in the highway right-of-
/

way, such as those shown in Figore 8, that are loaded by direct nmoff from the edge of the paved shoulder. The first _-

implication is to utilize a BlvlP, such as a detention bas_ or roadside swale as shown in parts b and c, to detain

runoff and produce sufficient residence time so that heavy metal partitioning to the entrained solids fraction occurs.

This requires the proper chemistry and mixing. Alkalim'ty and pH values must increase above runofflevels, which

can occur where there are situations of overland flow, qof. There must be sufficient suspension of enmfined solids

initially, to which the heavy metals will partition, while still settling within the BMP dm'ing the detention time. The

benthic zone must remain sufficiently aerobic in order that the heavy metals partition to settled solids and therefore

not released back into the water coltmm. Such BMPs require land area, a valuable COuu_odity within the highway

right-of-way. In addition, while many DOTs utilize basins at selected sites within the fight-of-way, there are issues

of sufficient drainage relief and safety that must be addressed for each application which may preclude the_ use

despite favorable water chemistry conditions. While maintenance and disposal issues a_ in t_-x_is ofy_rs, State

DOT must deal with these real issueS.

The second implication is to utilize a BMP, such as an engineered inffltr_on _ch as shown in part d of Figure

8, designed to provide surface complexation mechanisms for the dissolved fraction and filtration m_haxfisms for the _k

particulate bound fraction of a heavy metal. There are a nmnher of variations for infil12"ationtrench design,

including designs that also function as an underdrain, intercepting subgrade interflow, ql as well as la_ral pavement

sheet flow, o_f. These designs are loaded by lateral sheet flow, not concentrated flow, directly offthc edge of the

paved shoulder. The engineered media is designed to provide an ion exchange or adsorption mechanism for

removal of dissolved heavy metals while atthe same time functioning as a filter media for separation of incoming

particulate material. While efficioncies can he high, greater than 90%, such efficiency comes with costs associated

with BMP maintenance to prevent issues such as clogging and the eventual recovery/disposal of trapped heavy

metals and solids.

There are no simple solutions for the removal of a heavy metal or particle once released in ihe highway

environment, and there are BMPs that can be misapplied for the intended purpose, unforttmately at a significant

cost. BMPs for heavy metals and solids are essentially garbage cans and as such must be emptied and cleaned

occasionally. The purpose of design is to provide effective capture, reasonable time between disposal and an

optimal cost between _catmant alternatives.
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TABLE 1 Dissolved and Particulate Solids Mass for Each Event
(

Event TS TSS VSS TDS VDS _'-

Measured Mass (_f Mass (g)a Mass (g)* Mass (g)r Mass (g)g
21 May 1996 52.3 17.5 4.7 34.8 16.0
18 June 1996 362.5 257.7 66.1 104.8 34.8

7 July 1996 454.9 275.6 137.7 210.5 121.6
8 August 1996 804.3 637.5 147.1 166.8 148.3
17 October 1996 854.6 400.5 156.9 454.1 192.1
25 November 1996 87.2 39.7 12.6 47.5 8.4
16 December 1996 97.4 37.9 12.7 59.6 11.1
12 June 1997 93.1 32.9 15.1 60.2 26.7
All events mean 350.8 212.4 69.1 142.3 69.9
All events median 230.0 148.7 40.6 82.5 30.8
All events SDa 329.4 224.4 67.6 140.4 72.7

All events RSD b (%) 93.9 105.7 97.7 98.7 104.0
astandard deviation
brelative standard deviation
_total solids

dtotal suspended solids
*volatile suspended solids
ftotal dissolved solids
gvolatile dissolved solids

/
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(_ TABLE 2 Hydrologic Indices and Residence Time Data for Each Event
Rainfall Rain Runoff

Event Duration Depth Volume IPRT APRT LEMF LPF

Measured (rain) (ram) (L) (minf (rain) _ (L/rain.mr (L/rain.mr
21 May 1996 35 0.9 97 4 6 0.05 0.92
18 June 1996 63 11.3 2779 5 2 2.29 16.3

7 July 1996 50 40.4 9644 4 2 11.08 21.50
8 August 1996 51 14.1 3877 7 3 4.31 26.10
17 October 1996 616 29.1 3693 5 7 0.40 2.95
25 November 1996 150 3.1 216 8 10 0.09 0.61
16 December 1996 340 3.4 268 14 15 0.05 0.24
12 June 1997 20 2.0 464 3 5 0.52 5.14
All events mean 165.6 13.0 2629.8 6.3 6.3 2.3 9.2
All events median 57.0 7.4 1621.5 5.0 5.5 0.5 4.0
All events SD ° 210.0 14.5 3260.5 3.5 4.5 3.8 10.5

All events RSD b (%) 126.8 I 11.2 124.0 56.6 71.4 163.2 113.4
astandard deviation
hrelafive standard deviation

cinitial pavement residence time
daverage pavement residence time
elateral event mean flow

flateral peak flow

(-
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FIGURE l Location of site in SW Ohio and in Cincinnati.
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FIGURE 2 Experimental facility capturing highway shoulder runoff.
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FIGURE 3 pH and alkalinity for all rainfall events at 1-75 site.
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FIGURE 4 The ratio of TSSNSS compared to hydrology for each event.
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FIGURE 5 Temporal variations of dissolved fraction (fd) with respect to Pb, Cu, Cd and Zn.
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FIGURE 6 Total hardness (hardness = 2.497[Ca 2 ´�rag/L]+ 4.118[Mg 2., mg/L]) with respect to

Mg and Ca for each rainfall event.
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FIGURE 7 Temporal variations of TSS and K a values with respect to Pb, Ca, Cd and Zn.
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FIGURE 8 A typical highway shoulder section with several common in-situ treatment (as
BMPs) alternatives.
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